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A B S T R A C T

Background and purpose: Current commercial surface scanning systems are not able to monitor patients during
radiotherapy fractions in closed-bore linacs during adaptive workflows. In this work a surface scanning system
for monitoring in an O-ring linac is proposed.
Methods and materials: A depth camera was mounted at the backend of the bore. The acquired surface point
cloud was transformed to the linac coordinate system after a cube detection calibration step. The real-time
surface was registered using an Iterative Closest Point algorithm to a reference region-of-interest of the body
contour from the planning CT and of a depth camera surface acquisition from the first fraction. The positioning
accuracy was investigated using anthropomorphic 3D-printed phantoms with embedded markers: a head, hand
and breast. To simulate clinically observed positioning errors, each phantom was placed 24 times with 0–10mm
and 0–8° offsets from the planned position. At every position a cone-beam CT (CBCT) was acquired and a surface
registration performed. The surface registration error was determined as the difference between the surface
registration and the CBCT-to-CT fiducial marker registration.
Results: The registration errors were (mean ± SD): lat: 0.4 ± 0.8mm, vert: −0.2 ± 0.2mm, long:
0.3 ± 0.5mm and Yaw: −0.2 ± 0.6°, Pitch: 0.4 ± 0.2°, Roll: 0.5 ± 0.8° for the body contour reference, and
lat: −0.7 ± 0.7mm, vert: 0.3 ± 0.2mm, long: 0.2 ± 0.5mm and Yaw: −0.5 ± 0.5°, Pitch: 0.1 ± 0.3°, Roll:
−0.7 ± 0.7° for the captured surface reference.
Conclusion: The proposed single camera intra-bore surface system was capable of accurately detecting phantom
displacements and allows intrafraction motion monitoring for surface guided radiotherapy inside the bore of O-
ring gantries.

1. Introduction

Accurate and reproducible patient positioning is of major im-
portance in current highly conformal radiotherapy. The use of narrow
margins around the clinical target volume and the introduction of high
dose gradient intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) treatments re-
quire exact knowledge of tumor and organs-at-risk positions [1]. Image
guided radiotherapy (IGRT) has become the standard to verify and
adapt patient position. Planar X-ray imaging or cone-beam CT (CBCT)
are frequently employed for setup verification and/or intrafraction
monitoring resulting in an additional radiation dose to the patient [2].
In the last 10 years there has been increasing interest in supplementing
IGRT with optical surface scanning technology for patient positioning
and monitoring during treatment. Surface scanning technology is based

on laser interferometry or structured light stereovision. It acquires the
3D skin surface of the patient, which is registered to a reference, usually
the body contour from the planning CT, to aid in accurate positioning
and monitoring stability during treatment delivery. An improved setup
accuracy compared to skin tattoos has been shown for a range of in-
dications, from breast, intracranial stereotactic radiosurgery to ex-
tremities [3–6]. Furthermore, surface guidance for breast breath-hold
treatments has been shown to have a good correlation to CBCT [7,8] or
portal images [9].

Commercially available systems use 3 ceiling mounted pods to re-
construct the patients topography. On conventional C-arm linear ac-
celerators these systems are focused on the isocenter. The pods are
mounted to the treatment room ceiling in an optimal configuration to
have a lateral view of the patient and offer some redundancy toward
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blocking of the camera view by the gantry arm or gantry-mounted
imaging source and detector for certain gantry angles. On C-arm gan-
tries the patients are set up at the isocenter. For O-ring gantry systems,
setup of the patient is performed in front of the bore at a setup iso-
center, as access to the patient inside the bore at the treatment isocenter
is limited. Surface scanning systems can be used to guide patient setup
at this setup isocenter, however after translation to the treatment iso-
center in the gantry bore, the patient can no longer be monitored with
the ceiling mounted system. As a consequence, detecting intrafraction
movement during stereotactic body radiation therapies (SBRT) with
long beam-on times and surface-guided deep-inspiration breath-hold
(DIBH) treatments are severely restricted on O-ring gantries.
Furthermore, with the advent of online adaptive workflows, monitoring
the patient during the additional time required for – online contouring,
replanning and decision making – is essential to ensure the validity of
the adaptation. Typically this procedure can take from 15 up to 45min.

Multiple researchers have developed in-house surface scanning so-
lutions on C-arm linacs. Gaisberger et al. [10] used 2 ceiling mounted
pods for setup of breast cancer patients. Gilles et al. [11] developed a
surface scanning system with 2 ceiling mounted pods as well, to detect
patient displacements for lung, pelvic and head & neck cancer patients.
These solutions are mounted to the ceiling and possibly face the same
limitations as the commercial systems, a view of the patient would be
lost while at the treatment isocenter for O-ring systems.

Given these current limitations of both commercial and in-house
systems we have developed a compact single-camera system for motion
monitoring at the treatment isocenter in enclosed bore gantries. A
gaming industry electronics device, which has been implemented in the
medical field from respiratory tracking and motion detection in posi-
tron emission tomography (PET) [12,13] and radiotherapy [14,15] to
patient-gantry collision detection [16], was selected for this purpose. In
this work a surface scanning system was developed and the accuracy
validated using a set of 3 anthropomorphic 3D-printed phantoms.

2. Methods

2.1. In-room camera setup and camera calibration

A Kinect for Windows v1 (Microsoft) was selected as the depth
camera sensor due to its accessible open developer toolkit. The sensor
uses structured light technology to retrieve depth information working
distance of 0.5–4m, compatible with the intra-bore geometry. The
Kinect was connected to a computer (2.00 GHz Intel i5 CPU, 8 GB
RAM), and analysis was performed in MATLAB 2017b (The MathWorks,
US). To determine the optimal camera position relative to the linacs
isocenter, the Kinect’s depth sensitivity was determined.

The camera was placed on the treatment couch perpendicular to a
flat board at distances 70, 80, 90 and 100 cm and the couch was shifted
with 1mm increments from 0 to 5mm with a displacement accuracy
of< 0.5mm. For every step 100 depth frames were collected. A central
region of 150×150 pixels was averaged over all frames and the ex-
pected depth signal was compared to the measured one.

The sensor was positioned centrally at the back-end of the bore of a
Halcyon linac (Varian Medical Systems, US) at a distance of 85 cm from
the radiation isocenter at a 45° angle to the treatment couch, as illu-
strated in Fig. 1, following the depth sensitivity tests. Transforming the
acquired 3D point cloud to the linac coordinate system was performed
via a method similar to Gilles et al. [11]. A polystyrene cube
(15× 15×15 cm3) (QA phantom, VisionRT) was positioned diag-
onally on the treatment couch with the center of the cube at isocenter.
The position was verified with MV-CBCT by detecting 5 ceramic spheres
embedded in the phantom. The 3D scene was reconstructed by aver-
aging 5 subsequently acquired point clouds for noise suppression. The 3
visible cube edges in the reconstructed point cloud were retrieved by an
automated registration procedure, giving the transformation of the
depth camera coordinate system to the linac coordinate system. Due to

the dependence of positioning accuracy on the geometric calibration of
the camera system, the calibration procedure was tested for stability.
After correct positioning of the cube, 100 consecutive calibrations were
performed, while leaving the cube unaltered to determine the stability
of the cube detection method. The 3D standard deviation and the
maximal deviation for all 100 isocenter positions from the average
position, as retrieved by the depth sensor, were reported. This proce-
dure was repeated on 5 different days to detect any sensitivity to the
specific setup of the day as the Kinect was mounted on a mobile setup.
All measurements were performed after the necessary warm-up time of
the sensor to reach a stable depth signal.

2.2. Development of surface scanning system

After sensitivity characterization and geometric calibration of the
depth sensor, a surface scanning system was developed in MATLAB
combining the depth camera system with surface acquisition and re-
gistration software, called the Compact Intra-bore Surface Scanner
(CISS) hereafter. Following pre-processing, the real-time generated
surface was stored to the hard drive and registered to the body contour
from the planning CT using a point-based registration. Offline, the real-
time surface was registered to a surface scanning capture reference
taken while at the treatment position. The workflow of the system is
shown in Supplementary Fig. 1.

The reference surface was either (a) the body contour for the
planning CT of the 3D-printed anthropomorphic phantom (as further
described in Section 3.1) or (b) a captured surface reference taken by
the CISS at the first fraction.

The anthropomorphic phantoms were scanned on a Siemens
Sensation Open at 120 kVp with slice thickness 1.5mm. The body
contour was segmented by thresholding (lower limit: −800 HU), with
manual corrections. A dummy plan was added in the Treatment
Planning System (TPS) (Eclipse, Varian Medical Systems) to fix an
isocenter in the phantom. The structure set containing the body contour
was then imported into the MATLAB software. A region of interest
(ROI) was selected by the user during the first fraction. A 3D point
cloud was created from the surface mesh by using the vertices only.
This point cloud was downsampled to 8 points per cm3 by discretization
of the point cloud using a box grid, and averaging all points lying in a
box to the centroid position, to improve computational efficiency.

For every phantom, a capture reference surface was created by the
CISS when at the treatment position during the first fraction. Two depth
frames were acquired and a merged point cloud created. A ROI was
selected excluding elements not part of the phantom, e.g. the couch.

The real-time data was generated by acquiring 2 consecutive depth
frames from the sensor and creating a merged 3D point cloud. The field
of view was limited to a volume of 70× 100×120 cm3 (lat-
eral× vertical× longitudinal) around the isocenter. The treatment
couch was removed by a MATLAB native RANSAC plane fitting method
[17]. The remaining point cloud was transformed to the linac co-
ordinate system by multiplying with the transformation matrix re-
trieved from the calibration, as discussed Section 2.1. Finally the point
cloud was downsampled using a box grid approach to decrease noise
and achieve a uniform spatial sampling comparable to the reference (8
points per cm3). The real-time data was then stored and registered to
the body contour reference with an Iterative Closest Point algorithm to
determine the offset from the planned position.

A modified form of the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm by
Besl and McKay [18] was used to rigidly align the live surface to the
reference. The objective was to minimize mean squared error E between
a transformed point cloud and the reference by iteratively updating the
6 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) rigid transformation R T( , ):
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where ai and bi are corresponding points in the real-time and reference
point cloud resp. An implementation by Birdal [19] of the Picky ICP
[20] which selects corresponding points in a multi-hierarchical strategy
to increase robustness to outliers and improve computation times, was
used.

2.3. Accuracy evaluation with 3D-printed anthropomorphic phantoms

To evaluate the registration accuracy of the surface scanning
system, a set of rigid anthropomorphic phantoms were generated cov-
ering a range of relevant surface complexity (Fig. 2). A hand, head and
breast were printed in polylactic acid (ICE Filaments, Belgium) on a
Raise3D N2 Plus 3D-printer (Raise3D, The Netherlands). The breast
phantom was constructed from the contoured breast volume in a pa-
tient’s CT scan. The head and hand phantom were freely available
models, retrieved from [21,22] respectively. In every model 10 strate-
gically distributed cavities were added during the 3D-printing process
in which 2.5mm diameter lead markers (Suremark, US) were inserted.
The breast phantom was attached to the E2E SBRT Thorax phantom
(CIRS, US) to recreate realistic circumstances for the breast’s position.

The accuracy of the surface scanning system was tested by simu-
lating clinically observed positioning errors. Each phantom was posi-
tioned 24 times randomly to within approximately 10mm from the
isocenter and allowing some level of rotation. An MV-CBCT
(1.08×1.08×1.99mm3 voxel size) was acquired and registered off-
line to the planning CT using a fiducial marker matching. An automated
registration was performed by extracting the centers of the spherical
lead markers in both CT and CBCT images with a 3D Hough transform
[23,24] and calculating the transformation between both sets of centers
with Horn’s quaternion method [25], using 3DSlicer [26]. The accuracy
of this procedure was tested by comparing the automated registration
result to a known applied transformation to preregistered CBCTs. The
error was found to be<0.01mm and<0.01°.

At every phantom position the prototype surface scanning system

performed an ICP registration to the body contour reference ROI. The
surface scanning registration error (RE) was determined by calculating
the difference between this ICP transformation and the transformation
from the fiducial marker registration:

Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of the depth camera’s position relative to linac isocenter. Distances (in mm) indicated as a reference. Sensor’s dimensions not to scale. The
camera’s coordinate system is indicated with dashed arrows, the couch axes with solid arrows. (b) Photograph of the Kinect mounted on the movable rack. (c) Depth
view of the calibration cube from the sensor’s position.

Fig. 2. (a) Photograph of the 3 anthropomorphic phantoms used in the accu-
racy evaluation of the surface scanning prototype. Head, hand and breast
phantom were painted white and 10 lead markers inserted in evenly distributed
cavities. The breast phantom is taped to the CIRS Thorax SBRT E2E phantom.
(b) An axial slice of the hand phantom MV-CBCT at a lead marker position. (c)
Planning CT slice at the same marker position.
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= t tREtranslation surface scanning CBCT CT

=RE r rrotation surface scanning CBCT CT

Offline, the surface registration was repeated by registering the real-
time surface to the captured reference surface. The RE was calculated
for this capture reference as described above.

3. Results

3.1. Depth sensitivity

Depth increments of 1mm were accurately detected for distances
larger than 70 cm. The largest error was detected as 1.1mm for a 1mm
shift at 70.4 cm as shown in Supplementary Fig. 2. For camera distances
of 80, 90 and 100 cm the errors were reduced to below 0.4mm. Fol-
lowing these results the depth camera was placed at a distance of 85 cm
from the isocenter at the back-end of the bore.

3.2. Geometric calibration stability

For the 100 calibrations, repeated 5 times on different days where
the surface scanning system was repositioned to check for sensitivity to
the camera position, the standard deviation (vector norm) from the
mean position of the retrieved isocenter position is shown in Table 1.
The maximum 3D distance between 2 retrieved isocenters is also given.

3.3. Accuracy evaluation using anthropomorphic phantoms

The mean and standard deviation of the RE of the surface scanning
prototype compared to CBCT using both the body contour reference and
the captured reference are given in Table 2.

The combined registration errors of the 3 phantoms to the CBCT
reference were (mean ± SD): lat: 0.4 ± 0.8mm, vert:
−0.2 ± 0.2mm, long: 0.3 ± 0.5mm and Yaw: −0.2 ± 0.6°, Pitch:
0.4 ± 0.2°, Roll: 0.5 ± 0.8° for the body contour reference, and lat:
−0.7 ± 0.7mm, vert: 0.3 ± 0.2mm, long: 0.2 ± 0.5mm and Yaw:
−0.5 ± 0.5°, Pitch: 0.1 ± 0.3°, Roll: −0.7 ± 0.7° for the surface
capture reference. The maximum RE found was 2.4mm in the long-
itudinal direction for the head phantom and 2.5° for the pitch rotation
for the breast phantom for the body contour reference. Using the cap-
ture reference surface, the largest errors were found for the breast
phantom where the lateral component deviated 3.6mm and for another
fraction the roll component 3.0°.

The detected displacement versus the CBCT reported displacement
is shown in Fig. 3 for the translations of the body contour reference. No
correlation was found between the registration error and the displace-
ment magnitude, both for translations and rotations, all p values> 0.01
(t-test).

4. Discussion

The emergence of closed-bore gantry linacs has a major impact on
the applicability of ceiling mounted surface scanners. The current
configuration of multiple vendors limits their use in closed-bore gan-
tries. Implementing motion management strategies for breath-hold
treatments or online adaptive workflows are therefore severely

restricted. This work proves that by developing a compact surface
scanning solution, monitoring inside an O-ring closed bore gantry is
feasible. Our surface scanning prototype uses a similar workflow as the
commercial systems – scan the patient, create a body contour, register
the real-time surface to reference – but is kept as compact as possible to
be able to be used in the confined space of the O-ring bore.

The system achieved an accuracy below the recommended accuracy
of Task Group Report 147, namely< 2mm for surface guided tech-
nology (no rotational error is given in the report) for standard dose
fractionation regimens [27]. A direct comparison of the accuracy to
previous studies on non-commercial surface scanning systems is not
straightforward as we have chosen to use rigid phantoms in this initial
work, whereas e.g. Gilles et al. [11] and Gaisberger et al. [10] analyzed
the accuracy of their surface scanning system on patients, where the
gold standard transformation was either a table shift or a manual re-
gistration of portal images to the planning CT. The performance of
commercial systems AlignRT (VisionRT) and Catalyst (C-RAD) has been
studied using anthropomorphic phantoms and is found to be< 1mm/
<1° [28,4,29,30].

This work supplements similar studies by performing an offline fi-
ducial marker registration procedure to compare the 6 DOF from the
rigid registration to the ICP transformation. Gilles et al. [11] and Moser
et al. [31] use 3 (or 4 resp.) DOF and are therefore limited in their
accuracy evaluation. Furthermore, Gaisberger et al. [10] detected an
improved registration accuracy for the translations when using the full
6 DOF compared to registration without rotation for breast cancer pa-
tients using an in-house developed surface scanning system.

We noted systematic errors for all three phantoms, distinct in the
roll component for the hand and breast. As a validation, the perfor-
mance of a commercial system was tested on these specific phantoms.
We used AlignRT to position the phantoms on a TrueBeam (Varian,
USA) in the same procedure as for the prototype validation. The
phantoms were placed with a slight offset from the planned position
and the AlignRT setup errors were compared to the kV-CBCT registra-
tion results. The AlignRT system had combined registration errors for
our 3D-printed phantoms of lat: 0.7 ± 0.6mm, vert: −0.6 ± 1.4mm,
long: 0.6 ± 0.8mm and yaw: −0.3 ± 0.3°, pitch: −0.2 ± 0.3°, roll:
0.4 ± 0.3°. We suspect the non-zero results in both systems to be
caused by the surface topography of the individual phantoms, as correct
convergence of the ICP algorithm is highly dependent on features in the
data [32].

Previous studies [11,33] on surface monitoring position the patient
relative to a first reference surface, which is a 3D image acquired with
the depth camera after initial positioning with X-ray image guidance.
This approach could introduce a systematic error in subsequent frac-
tions. On the other hand, both Moser et al. [31] and Pallotta et al. [34]
noted an improved registration accuracy for the C-RAD Sentinel system
when using an optical reference surface compared to the planning CT
contours. We observed a decrease in systematic errors for the head
phantom when using the captured reference surface, from
1.7 ± 0.4mm to 0.4 ± 0.3mm in the longitudinal translation. How-
ever, the largest RE was found for the captured reference for the breast
phantom. The captured reference has the benefit of already providing
information on a suitable region-of-interest, as parts not seen from the
single camera viewpoint are already excluded. The capture however
does not prevent the ICP registration from reaching a sub-optimal
convergence due to specific surface topography. In our study it remains
unclear which approach results in the highest accuracy.

The principal objective of the CISS was intra-bore motion mon-
itoring, as initial patient positioning is less relevant in the confined
space. The single depth camera prototype has been shown to have an
adequate accuracy for small deviations from the planned position.
However, as shown in Supplementary Fig. 3, the lateral sides of the
phantoms could only partially be reconstructed from the single view-
point. In the continuation of this work a second camera will be added –
where both cameras are placed slightly off-axis – to increase the total

Table 1
The standard deviation (and maximal deviation) of the retrieved isocenters
from the mean position for 100 consecutive calibrations, repeated on 5 days
where the surface scanning system was repositioned.

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Standard Deviation (mm) 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1
Maximum (mm) 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.3 0.5
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body surface.
The current implementation of the software on a mid-tier computer

resulted in a latency of around 1 s (ROI dependent), which is too high
for breathing motion detection. Installing the software suite on more
powerful computer hardware will decrease the latency.

In this paper a compact single-camera surface guidance system for
intra-bore motion monitoring in O-ring gantries was developed and the
accuracy investigated using anthropomorphic 3D-printed phantoms.
This study shows the feasibility of intra-bore surface scanning in an O-
ring bore providing comparable performance as ceiling mounted sys-
tems on C-arm linacs. This approach can be useful during extended
fraction times in online adaptive workflows and SBRT or to monitor
breath-hold stability.
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